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Abstract—In this study, we used shape memory alloys as actuators to build a biomorphic robot which can imitate the motion of an earthworm. The robot can be used to explore in a narrow space. Therefore we chose shape memory alloys as actuators. Because of the small deformation of a wire shape memory alloy, spiral shape memory alloys are selected and installed both on the X axis and Y axis (each axis having two shape memory alloys) to enable the biomorphic robot to do reciprocating motion. By the mechanism we designed, the robot can increase the distance as it moves in a duty cycle. In addition, two shape memory alloys are added to the robot head for controlling right and left turns. By sending pulses through the I/O card from the controller, the signals are then amplified by a driver to heat the shape memory alloys in order to make the SMA shrink to pull the mechanism to move.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the rapid development of robot technology in recent years, many achievements on the research of robot have been made. The manufacturing industry and daily life both benefit from the robot technology. Among them, the biomorphic robotics is inspired by the principles of biological systems and can be improved by applying robotic technology. In this study, we use shape memory alloys as actuators to build a biomorphic robot which can imitate the motion of an earthworm. The robot can be used to explore in a narrow space.

At present, most actuator employs electromagnetic motor which is in use with a designed mechanism, resulting in noise and EMI problems when operating. Shape memory alloys not only do not have above-mentioned defects, but also have characteristics such as direct drive, small in size, and light weight. Therefore we choose shape memory alloys as actuators.

Kim, et al. [1] used a two-way SMA as actuator to make earthworm-like micro robot. The robot can move at an average speed of 10 mm/min with heating time of 2 seconds, and cooling time of 2 seconds. For each heating and cooling cycle, the robot could move a distance of 2mm.

Menciassi et. al. [2] designed an artificial earthworm with four modules. Each module is actuated by one or more SMA springs. The speed of the artificial earthworm is 13.2mm/min.

This paper designed an earthworm-like robot with a displacement magnification mechanism to have a relatively large pace. In addition, this robot can make right/left turns for better maneuvering.

II. SELECTION OF SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY

Shape memory alloy can undergo thermoelastic martensitic transformation through increases in temperature above a certain level, as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. This effect enables an alloy or material to remember its original shape after being deformed by thermoelastic processes. The phenomenon is known as shape memory effect. By deforming SMA under transition temperature, it could return to its original shape by heating it, which results in a pulling force that can be used to maneuver a robot.

The SMA actuators could be of two types [4]: BioMetal Fiber (BMF) (Fig. 2) and BioMetal Helix (BMX) (Fig. 3). BMF is a wire actuator. It could have 5% contraction as heated, which may not be adequate for our application. On the other hand, BMX actuator is made by wiring BMF into spiral form. The purpose is to produce large contraction of length. The ratio of contraction and length of contraction can reach up to 200%. Consequently, spiral SMAs are utilized in this study to have a large pace for faster response of the robot. In fact, in the experiment a SMA wire with a diameter 0.25mm is windup a screw to form a SMA spring with a diameter of 2mm.

Fig. 1 The thermoelastic transformation of SMA

Fig. 2 Schematic sketch of BioMetal Fiber actuator
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III. MECHANISM DESIGN AND DRIVING PRINCIPLE

A displacement magnification mechanism, as shown in Fig. 4, is designed in which four X-type sections are used to consist the main body of the robot. Twelve bakelite sheets with each size at 18.5×4×1.5 mm are used to build the robot skeleton. The constructed biomorphic robot that resembles a moving earthworm is shown in Fig. 5.

SMA springs are installed in the horizontal direction (one above and the other underneath the skeleton). When heated, these two SMA springs pull in resulting in a shrink of the robot body. By heating the SMA springs alternatively in the vertical and horizontal directions, the bionic robot body elongates and shortens in turn resulting in forward movements with the helps of the 8 setae.

As for the function for robot head turning direction, two SMA springs are installed in the head (one above the skeleton to turn right and the other underneath to turn left), as shown in Fig. 8. When the above SMA spring heated, the robot head turns right at a certain angle. Similarly, when the below SMA spring heated, the robot head turns left at a certain angle.
are utilized for controlling the six installed SMA springs of the robot. The control signals are sent via current amplifiers to the robot for locomotion control. Current amplifiers are constructed using the enhancement type MOSFET (type: 2SK1118). The corresponding circuit of the current amplifier is shown in Fig. 10.

Three types of floor are used to test the robot maneuvering in a forward locomotion. The results are shown in Table 1. The maximal walking distance of the bionic robot is 4.5mm during a cycle (an elongation and a contraction) on a white paper floor. The average speed can reach to 24 mm in a minute. Fig. 12 illustrates the forward movements of the robot in a cycle of operation. In addition, the biomorphic robot needs 10 cycles to turn right or left for a total of about 30 degrees. Fig. 13 shows the locomotion of the robot using the sequence in Fig. 11 where simultaneous moving forward and making right turn is readily seen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Elongation (mm)</th>
<th>Contraction (mm)</th>
<th>Pace (mm)</th>
<th>Speed (mm/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acrylic</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white paper</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200Cw sandpaper</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11 An example of sequences of operation of SMA springs

Fig. 12 Locomotion of the robot (a) initial state, (b) elongation, (c) contraction
V. CONCLUSIONS

1. The constructed bionic robot driven by SMAs is shown to maneuver well and responds faster compared with the earthworm robots in the literature.

2. The bionic robot is effective in making a turn.

3. Friction of setae with contact surface is the main reason to affect walking distance and speed.

4. A fan nearly is used for better cooling effect of the SMA springs when the power is switched off.
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